the students revisit what they had already learned and enhance their ability to explore and think about scientific knowledge. In particular, this program promoted the students’ curiosity and interest in science and facilitated their thinking from different angles. When it came to the level of difficulties of the mission provided, the students responded differently but the majority of them answered that the mission was not that difficult to solve. Those who answered that the mission was not easy had had difficulties in inferring the answers to the mission or collecting evidence necessary to solve the mission. Yet, this made them feel a sense of challenge.

The SMART Science program enabled the students to learn scientific knowledge through associated activities, learn in integration with other subjects, and carry out creative activities. Mission-type inquiry activities helped the students set their goals and the competition element among the groups promoted their interest in learning. The use of tablet PCs and SNS for scientific inquiry activities facilitated the students’ learning in fun ways, collaborating with other students, and sharing what they have learned with each other. Having them share the results of each group’s inquiry activities and post comments on other groups’ mission performance results on SNS had a positive influence on the students’ deep understanding of the subject they were learning and character education. This study presents the results of the implementation of the SMART Science program. For further development of the SMART Science program using mobile technology for creative discovery learning, many follow-up studies should be conducted to consolidate the effectiveness of the method and create diverse ways of its application to real world situations in schools.
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